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1. Introduction 
The Academic Health Centers (AHCs), also known as Academic Health Science Centers 

(AHSCs) or Academic Medical Centers (AMCs) are hospitals where the activities of scientific 
research, teaching, and patients care are fully integrated. These complex institutions pursue a 
triple mission: research, teaching, and care, having an enormous impact on society and the 
nation’s health.

Recently, policymakers and practitioners give more and more great importance to the AMCs’ 
scientific activity for both welfare and Country competitiveness. However, there is no commonly 
agreed definition of AMCs because their structure and composition are different from the context
in which an AMC is located. Indeed, some scholars comment “when you have seen one Academic 
Health Centre, you’ve seen one Academic Health Centre” (Sanfilippo, 2009). AMC structural 
and operational characteristics could affect their scientific production and impact. These factors 
are the scope of services, the location, the size, the market and so on.

Our study aims to investigate and determine which are the possible factors impacting the 
research productivity and impact of AMCs. We develop a model to assess the academic value of 
AMCs by considering these factors and how they are related to healthcare performance, measured 
in terms of scientific productivity, impact, and growth. We focus our research on Italian public-
owned AMCs - that is 20 public AMCs as “Aziende Ospedaliere Universitarie”, 9 public AMCs 
as “Ex Policlinici Universitari a gestione diretta”, 23 public-owned “Istituti di Ricovero e Cura a 
Carattere Scientifico” (IRCCS) (Ministry of Health - www.dati.salute.gov.it). We retrieve 
structural information mainly from AMC websites and research data from bibliographic indexing 
databases (e.g. Web of Science, PubMed) in the period 2010-2019.

Our analysis is articulated in two steps. First, we identify different groups of AMCs by
applying a Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA). These groups share common structural and 
operational characteristics. Second also test the presence statistically significant differences in 
terms of research productivity and impact among the resulting groups through the Analysis of 
Variance (ANOVA). Any group is a peculiar AMC configuration.

This work has been partially financed by the research project “Leading Change in Academic 
Medical Centers”, funded by the competitive call for projects V:ALERE 2019. The project aims 
to provide evidences, advices, and remarks to support System and AMC decision-makers to 
address the many challenges that AMC face. 
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2. Data and methodology
As we said above, AMC could be very different in terms of different structural and 

operational characteristics. Aiming at covering these several aspects we collect data from different 
sources, from the official websites of AMCs, from official documents published by the Italian 
Ministry of Health, and on Google Maps. Table 1 provides an overview of the variables 
considered in our study. The table shows the variable synthetic label, how it was encoded, and the 
source of data. It is worth noting that some variables (e.g. Type of AMC, Geographical 
localization) do not change value during the years, but some others (e.g. Structure Dimension)
have changed the value in the reference period 2010-2019.

Table 1 Main structural and operational characteristics of Italian public-owned AMCs

Descriptors Labels Sources
Type of AMC (AMC) AOU - Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria 

(1); AOU_SSN - Ex Policlinici Universitari 
a gestione diretta (2); IRCCS - Istituti di 
Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico (3)

http://www.dati.salute.gov.it
/dati/dettaglioDataset.jsp?m
enu=dati&idPag=68

Geographical localization (GEO_LOC) Metropolitan areas (1); Other (0) https://temi.camera.it/leg18/
temi/tl18_province-1.html

Buildings typologies (LAYOUT) Pavillion (1); Monoblock (0) https://www.google.com/ma
ps

Emergency Department (ED) Presence (1); Absense (0) https://www.salute.gov.it/po
rtale/documentazione/p6_2_
8_1_1.jsp?lingua=italiano
&id=17

Service mix (S_mix) Generic (1); Specialized Hospital (0) http://www.dati.salute.gov.it
/dati/dettaglioDataset.jsp?m
enu=dati&idPag=96

Structure Dimension As a proxy of AMC dimension we 
consider 4 quantitative variables 
measured in the reference period (2010-
2019): minimun (MIN_PL) and maximum 
n° of beds (MAX_PL); minimum 
(MIN_REP) and maximum (MAX_REP) 
n° of hospital wards. 

http://www.dati.salute.gov.it
/dati/dettaglioDataset.jsp?m
enu=dati&idPag=96

Type of care organization (ORG) Division by pathology/organ or intensity 
of care/mixed (i.e. related to the patient 
(severe, chronic)) (1); Division by 
medical specialties (e.g. surgery, urology, 
orthopedics) (0)

Official websites of AMCs

Hospital turnaround plans (PAR) Yes (1); No (0) https://www.cergas.unibocc
oni.eu/sites/default/files/files
/Capitolo-17.pdf

Regional Health System turnaround 
plans (SSR)

Yes (1); No (0) https://www.salute.gov.it/po
rtale/pianiRientro/dettaglio
ContenutiPianiRientro.jsp?l
ingua=italiano&id=5022&
area=pianiRientro&menu=
vuoto ; (Ferrè et al. 2012)
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We carried out a HCA to identify homogenous groups of AMCs by minimizing their distance 
within groups (clusters) and, at the same time, maximizing distance among groups. HCA is a 
multivariate technique that allows the visualization of the association structure among statistical 
observations at different levels of granularity. 
We choose an agglomerative algorithm where each observation is initially considered as a single-
element cluster. At each step of the agglomerative procedure, the two clusters that are the most 
similar are combined into a new bigger cluster, using a specific linkage criterion. This procedure 
is iterated until all observations are in a single cluster. The different solutions are sequentially 
nested and displayed in a tree structure, known as a dendrogram. Here, we used the Ward linkage 
algorithm (Ward, 1963) with the Gower’s distance (Gower, 1971), the most popular distance for 
mixed-type variables.

Regarding the research activity of AMCs, we retrieved on Web of Science (WoS) indexing 
database – launched by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) and now maintained by 
Clarivate Analytics – all the publications from January 2010 to December 2019. To identify the 
publications related to each AMC, we searched by full name affiliation (e.g. “IRCCS FND 
MILANO” for the Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Nazionale Tumori Milano, “IRCCS Ca Granda 
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico” for the Fondazione IRCCS Ca’ Granda Ospedale Maggiore 
Policlinico). We limit our search by document type and selected only Articles, Proceedings 
Papers, Review Articles, and Book Chapters in the English language. The records were exported 
into PlainText format. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses 
(PRISMA) was used for the selection process of the publications (Liberati et al., 2009). We used
three bibliometric indicators to capture the different aspects of their research activity in terms of 
productivity (n. of publications/total affiliated authors), impact (total citations/n. of publications),
and the annual percentage growth rate for article publication (percentage growth rate 2010-2019).

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (Jaccard et al., 1984) and Tukey’s Post-hoc test were used to 
inspect differences among the clusters resulting from the HCA.

3. Findings and conclusion 
HCA performed on the main characteristics of AMCs returned the dendrogram in Figure 1. 

We choose the solution into five clusters, highlighted in different color in the graphical
representation. Interestingly, there is a natural separation among healthcare institutions with 
respect to the variable Type of AMC. For instance, IRCCS are almost all included in the Cluster 5 
(orange) and in the Cluster 2 (green). They differ only with respect to the SSR and PAR variables, 
because the Cluster 5 includes all IRCCS subjected to both Regional Health system turnaround 
plans [SSR=1] and Hospital turnaround plans [PAR=1].

The Cluster 1 (blue) includes the 75% of AOU and a small portion of IRCCS (13%). All these
AMCs are mainly characterized by a more articulated architectural structure [LAYOUT=1] and by 
the presence of an Emergency Departement [ED=1]. All of them are not subjected to both 
Regional Health system turnaround plans [SSR=0] and Hospital turnaround plans [PAR=0].

The remaining 25% of the AOUs fall within the Cluster 3 (red). They differ from the AOUs in 
the Cluster 1 because of their dimension. Indeed, these AMCs are all organized in a monoblok 
[LAYOUT=0] and therefore, they have on average a lower number of beds and wards. Finally, the 
Cluster 4 (lighblue) includes about the 80% of AOU_SSN, all of them localized in metropolitan 
areas [GEO_LOC=1], with an Emergency Departement [ED=1] and mainly organized in 
pavilions [LAYOUT=1].
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Figure 1 Dendogram resulting from HCA of Italian public-owned AMCs

Table 2 shows the results of a one-way ANOVA. We found a statistically-significant 
difference in average in our clusters by N. of publications per affiliated authors (F stat = 2.994, P-
value = 0.0281*) and by Total citations per N. of publications (F-stat = 4.523, P-value = 0.003**)
but not by Growth rate (F-stat = 0.307, P-value = 0.872). 

Table 2 Mean and standard deviation by clusters and ANOVA analysis  among clusters.

N. of publications 
per affiliated authors

Total citations
per N. of publications

Growth rate (%) 
2010-2019

AVERAGE SD AVERAGE SD AVERAGE SD
Cluster 1 ⁕ (n=18) 2.067 1.043 22.597 3.239 0.68 (68) 1.547
Cluster 2 ⁕ (n=13) 2.322 1.108 25.047 8.491 1.85 (185) 7.835
Cluster 3 ⁕ (n=6) 1.518 0.431 16.120 1.882 0.11 (11) 0.411
Cluster 4 ⁕ (n=7) 0.987 0.365 17.497 3.294 0.63 (63) 2.559
Cluster 5 ⁕ (n=8) 2.211 0.808 24.403 5.599 0 (0) 1.259
ANOVA TEST

F stat 2.994 4.523 0.307
P-value 0.0281* 0.003** 0.872

P-value of the F statistic * Significant 0.01 < p-value≤ 0.05. ** Significant p-value ≤ 0.01.

We noted that AMCs in Cluster 2, Cluster 5 and Cluster 1 including all the IRCCSs and the 
75% of AOUs are more productive than the others with an average value of N. of publications 
per affiliated authors greater than 2. This result is reflected also on the impact of their research 
with an average value of total citations per N. of publications greater than 22. From these 

Cluster 1
Cluster 2

Cluster 3
Cluster 4

Cluster 5
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preliminary results we could observe that the AMCs, where the research activity is regulated 
by strict guidelines (IRCCS) push these institutions to produce more and more with respect to 
AOUs and AOU_SSN where more time is probably devoted to teaching and patient care.
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